International Junior Forum
We are not alone in this!

Are you ...?

... studying for a Degree? ... a PhD candidate? ... a junior scholar? ... an early career scientist? ... a postdoc (up to 5 years after the PhD)?
Working “in”, “around” or even “related” to the broad field of home economics? In the scientific fields of nutrition, food, families and consumers, textiles and crafts? Or in educational research related to these topics?

Interested in...?

- Broadening up your scientific network?
- Interacting and discussing with other junior scholars?
- Finding new human, scientific or even just day-to-day work-related synergies?
- Meeting a community of peers to talk, discuss, and grow together?
- Exploring platforms to discuss the nuances of your work?

Academic Exchange!

You are not alone and this is your chance!
Please join us for the >> International Junior Forum! <<

We meet once a quarter via video call. The host of a meeting sets the date and time, which vary to accommodate participants from all countries. In between, we communicate via email and a Telegram group.

Next Meetings:
- 8th December 6 PM (UTC +1 Abuja, Nigeria)
- March 2024 time t.b.a.

Please register for the network & video calls at the following email address:
Int.Junior_Forum@proton.me

Goals

- Get to know each other: What do you do, what are you working on and on which topics do you want to connect on?
- Connect: junior scholars in our field
- Exchange: NEW Discussion series in international videoconference
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